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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INCLUSION IN LITER ATURE EVENTS ORGANISED
BY CULTUR AL AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

—
Bridging the distance between elite and everyday culture.
Audience engagement is an essential and continuous concern of
cultural and educational representatives. Literature also provides
a window into life and has the ability to create empathy for the life
world of the other. Hence, the SILO project aims to make foreign
European literature accessible to everyone, especially those who do
not normally come into contact with literature. From a participatory
approach, we involved different citizens living in a context
characterised by a lack of access to or interest in literature, such
as refugees, hospital patients, young adults, prisoners, secondary
school students, the elderly. We developed “outreach”, meaning that
we organised events in their daily context. During those events, we
created situations where everyone can take a role as a writer or as
a storyteller or where conversations with authors were offered in a
comfortable context.
Doing so, we created an opportunity to talk about and create
European literature but also to learn about the different experiences
of people from different parts of Europe. During every literature
event, organised by a partner, a (foreign) author or literary expert
was always present. These authors helped participants discover the
power of reading and writing in tackling problems they face in their
daily life. We also created an online platform where we shared stories
written by the participants of each country.

“I discovered
a new way
of reading
books with
children.”

We have created this publication to offer insights into our experiences
and provide guidelines for organising participatory literature events,
which are able to inspire educators and organisers of cultural events.
In this project, our expertise was mixed: librarians, authors,
participatory experts, storytellers, interdisciplinary mediators, policy
representatives. This allowed us to realise our goals at local, regional,
national and international levels. All events took place in the partner
countries: Belgium, Denmark, Hungary, Serbia, Portugal and Spain,
where we hope to reach new audiences. In other countries, we
offered workshops and conferences as well as free access on our
platform.
CONSORTIUM
BE/ UC Leuven-Limburg
DK/ Aarhus Universitet & Aarhus Public Libraries
BE/ Cultuurhuis De Warande
HU/ Szépírók Társasága (Hungarian Society of Writers)
RS/ Association KROKODIL
ES/ Fundación Uxío Novoneyra  
PT/ Câmara Municipal da Madalena do Pico

— note from a participant

DURATION 01 09 2017 > 31 08 2019
FUNDING PROGRAMME Creative Europe
COORDINATOR CONTACT
helena.bijnens@ucll.be and tobias.frenssen@ucll.be
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
UNDERPINNING THIS PROJECT

some examples

—
Everyone is audience; everyone is a storyteller.

writing seminars

PARTICIPATION AS START

reading clubs
poetry slams
performing
a collective
narrative
designing murals
YouTube channels
socially engaged
script writing

A GENER AL DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPATION:
In the initial phase of the project, we saw a document study
as a necessity. We quickly discovered that there were different
perspectives on participation, also in our group of partners. To start
the conversation, we used ideas from Hanka Otte on participation to
initiate the debate within SILO.
At the individual level, this meant that each person who was connected
to the project should engage with others, who they did not know or
with the unknown: cultural projects are aimed at bringing communities
together or bridging (also referred to as external social cohesion). In
projects where a participant’s contribution is expected, the goal is
for a shift to occur in the participant from internally focused cohesion
to externally oriented cohesion. In social affairs theatre, local issues
(often played at local level) are placed in another light through
their presentation and can therefore be discussed. Community art
projects often aim to bring different groups within a neighbourhood
closer together. In short, these kinds of artistic projects encourage
participants and visitors to build relational bridges (Otte, 2014).

Participation took a central place in the application form of the SILO
project. “Everyone is audience; everyone is a storyteller”, was the
central phrase in this document. The overall aim of the project is
to spread European literature to the widest possible audience and
particularly to create spaces for foreign literature to meet “new
audiences”, that is, social groups who are ordinarily not considered
to be a receptive public for contemporary literature or who might
even be excluded from cultural offerings.
A participatory project methodology guided us to achieve the
aforesaid project aims. This methodology also serves as the project’s
philosophy, more specifically, that every person carries within him or
herself significant stories. The idea is that a participatory approach
helps to unpack these stories within each and every person in
diverse forms, e.g. as written stories, art works, videos, photos,
etc… Every involved person in the project could take positions as
both a storyteller but also as a listener. In this manner, we developed
audiences in order to bring people together. As a project team, we
wanted to bring this method to life, so that we could also employ it
in other credible cultural practises.

Our debate led us to delineate three levels of participation. These levels
developed from a progressive conversation that awoke a consciousness
within the participants and that took place at different degrees of
intensities. We typified these levels with the following names:
1. ACCESS TOWARDS A CULTURAL EVENT
2. ACTIVE CONTRIBUTION WITH CONTENT
3. CO-DECISION, MOVING POWER
The first level of participation, typified by access. This points towards
activities within which the threshold to be present at the activity has
been lowered. Often the cultural institution has the feeling that they
are successful when the participants are present, especially when they
attract participants who had not visited activities before.

Why participation? Participation in cultural activities leads to
both the strengthening of social networks within one’s own group
(binding social cohesion) as well as the promotion of social ties with
strangers or unknowns (bridging social cohesion). In addition, cultural
participation increases social capital (Elkhuizen e.a. 2014, p. 121).

The second level of participation refers to contribution, where the
event requires an interactive approach. Visitors contribute to the
content of an activity. For example, in an interactive art installation,
visitors from a gallery will be invited to make an intervention.

There are many well-known examples of participatory literature
events: writing seminars, reading clubs, poetry slams, performing
a collective narrative, designing murals, YouTube channels, socially
engaged script writing, etc.

The third level is the dimension of moving power. Here, the
participants are no longer considered to be mere visitors.
The institution gives the power to the participant by partially removing
final decisions (about content, organisation, communication…).
By doing this, a shared responsibility is able to unfold.
Very soon we became aware that we are all working for organisations.
The question was: how far can we go in giving away power? Not
all organisations can move power to participants due to their
dependencies from government or other internal or external
constraints. Still, we were satisfied by the levels that we had named
in this initial phase of the project. We agreed that, even though not all
organisations can move power to participants or even give them the
chance to contribute with content, we would experiment how far we
can go with participants, given the limits of organisations.
We agreed that we wanted to elaborate the ‘different levels of
participation’ with concrete practices (best practices from partners
and outside the partnership). We wanted to develop tools that could
help organisers (guidelines, checklists, critical success factors) design
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their participatory events. Furthermore, we believed that it would be
good to describe the contextual perspectives in which the different
practices took place.

Figure 1: Access, interaction and participation – The AIP model.

A SOURCE, SUBSCRIBING OUR LEVELS

ACCESS (PRESENCE)

A literature study brought us to the work of Nico Carpentier. In
his article, The concept of participation. If they have access and
interact, do they really participate (2011), he analysed different
forms of participation. In this text, he differentiated between
access, interaction and participation. The connection with our earlier
thoughts was soon made.

Technology

People

Organizations

Production

Presence of (proto-)
machines
to produce and
distribute content

Presence of
previously produced
content
(e.g., archives)

Presence of people
to co-create

Presence of
organizational
structures and
facilities to produce
and distribute
content

Reception

Presence of (proto-)
machines to receive
relevant content

Presence of
(relevant) content

Presence (of sites)
of joint media
consumption

Presence of
organizational
structures to
provide feedback to

See: Carpentier, N. (2011). The concept of participation. If they
have acces and interact, do they really participate? Communication
Management Quarterly, 13-36.
Other input came from Gielen, P., Elkhuizen, S., Van den Hoogen, Q.,
Lijster, T., & Otte, H. (2014). De waarde van cultuur. Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen.

Content

INTERACTION (SOCIO-COMMUNICATIVE RELATIONSHIPS)
Technology

Content

People

Organizations

Production

Using (proto-)
machines
to produce content

Producing content

Co-producing
content as group
or community

Co-producing content
in an organizational
context

Reception

Using (proto-)
machines
to receive content

Selecting and
interpreting content

Consuming media
together as group
of community

Discussing content
in an organizational
context (feedback)

PARTICIPATION (CO-DECIDING)

Production
(and
reception)

Technology

Content

People

Organizations

Co-deciding on/with
technology

Co-deciding
on/with content

Co-deciding
on/with people

Co-deciding on/with
organizational policy

This above scheme, was embraced in the SILO project. Every
event that we organised was evaluated based on this scheme.
Although the scheme is not specific for literature activities,
it provided us with enough material to make translations
ourselves. We used it as a window to look at our SILO activities;
you can find it back in this guide and on the website.
— source: Carpentier 2011, p. 30
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BEST PRACTICES
FROM THE SILO PARTNERS

Photos above © Helena Bijnens

•

#01 UC LEUVEN-LIMBURG BE

•

#02 AARHUS UNIVERSITET
& AARHUS PUBLIC LIBRARIES DK

•

#03 CULTUURHUIS DE WARANDE BE

•

#04 SZEPIROK TARSASAGA HU
(HUNGARIAN SOCIETY OF WRITERS)

•

#05 ASSOCIATION KROKODIL RS

•

#06 FUNDACIÓN UXÍO NOVONEYRA (FUN) ES

BEST PRACTICE / UC LEUVEN-LIMBURG BE
CELEBRATION DAY FOR LITERATURE
AND POETRY IN THE CLASSROOM (1st

- Poetry writing workshop with foreign languages (by a UCLL teacher)
- Using ICT to read and tell stories (by a UCLL teacher)
- Several workshops exploring the link between visual arts,
performance and literature (by UCLL art students)

edition)

Since the participants were all future teachers in primary schools,
each workshop had to be useful for their future practice with children.

DATE 13 12 2018
LOCATION UC Leuven Limburg, Hasselt, Campus OLB

By offering students a wide spectrum of unusual and inspiring
workshops, we wanted to convince those, who do not really like
reading or writing, about the value of literature and poetry.

PARTICIPANTS 200 pre-service primary and secondary school
teachers (i.e. Bachelor students aged between 18 and 22 years
in the teachers’ training programme).

During this event, we worked with activating and less common forms
of literary experience. To show young people that literature is not
boring, too difficult or elitist, we explored different ways to creatively
deal with words and texts, in short, to get a feeling for language and
even to fall in love with it.

All photos © Thibo Costantini, Kenny Stals, Helena Bijnens

“I discovered a way
to do something
with my emotions,
also negative
thoughts, in
a creative way.”

We wanted to make our future teachers enthusiastic about literature
that they will pass on their passion for books, poems, comics, texts...
in the classroom and, thus, have a positive impact on children’s
development.

DESCRIPTION
As a teachers’ training institute, we aimed to provide our students
with the tools and the knowledge to integrate literature in their
classes in an engaging way. We focused on mother tongue literature
with children who spoke either French or a different language than
Dutch in their homes.

In most workshops, participants created poems or texts themselves.
The impact was extremely positive at the end of the event because
they felt an immense sense of pride about their achievements and,
hence, themselves. At the start of the process, they didn’t believe
that they were capable of it. Participants found the various workshops
extremely useful for those who feel insecure about themselves or
about their language skills. The leaders of the workshops led the
participants through a creative process, in different small steps, that
almost always ended up in a nice self-written poem, oral performance
or written text.

We organised a full day workshop with three strands of ten parallel
workshops (90 minutes each). Hence, each participant had to choose
three different workshops. Most of the programme was determined
by the workshop leader and the conference organiser. Parts of the
programme were delivered by other students, who could propose and
design their own activities. They had complete freedom as long as
they ensured that their workshops did not exceed 1,5 hours.
There were a wide variety of workshops:
– French children’s book in language classes (by UCLL-language
students)
– Sensitisation for language diversity through proverbs around
the world (by a UCLL teacher)
– Creative writing workshop: “Story is looking for writer”
(by an external organisation bridging youth and art “Artforum”)
– Presentation of toolkit for teachers on how to deal with poems
in schools (by an external organisation bridging youth and poetry
“Jeugd en poëzie”)
– Drawing with/on texts to create a new story
(by visual artist Mariek Vanbuel)
– Poetry slam (by slam artist JEE KAST)
– Creative writing about oneself on the basis of a smartphone photo:
“Who am I” (by the Hungarian Society of Writers)
– Using French fairy tales in schools (by a UCLL teacher)
– How to involve migrant children in the literature of their home
language in class (by a UCLL teacher)
– A journalist for a day (by 2 journalists)
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FINDINGS ON PARTICIPATION

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Titles are important. We noticed that when one uses a provocative
title like “poetry workshop for haters”, young people are more
interested in participating. They realize that they won’t be attending
a snobby, esoteric event for intellectual poetry lovers.

Access

Our students attendance was obligatory, but it replaced three hours of
classical lessons; hence, it was not an additional day for them.

Contribution

The concept, programme and organisation was executed solely by the SILO
staff. The participants had no influence on these aspects. On the other hand,
the participants had access to all of the school’s social media platforms
and were able to constantly publish news items and communicate to the
outside world. Part of the programme was a Media Team by students; they
had complete freedom over their publications and got all the technological
materials they needed.

Collaboration

This was very important: participants produced poems, stories, literary
paintings during the whole day. Purpose was to make them proud, to provide
them successful experiences: “Hey, I am able to write and I even like it!”

Co-creation

This was not the case in our events.

Hosting

This was not the case in our events

During the entire day and in general, we made sure that everyone
felt at ease by creating a welcoming atmosphere. We posted poetry
posters everywhere. There was poetry competition in the hall,
food and drinks, free choice of workshops and a “safe” workshop
environment where the sharing of poems was recommended but not
obligatory. In short, a relaxing but rich learning environment was
created.
The fact that many workshops were delivered by students instead of
teachers or external experts made it accessible. This fact made
a tremendous impression on the participating students and
encouraged them to become more engaged in the workshops,
especially those given by their peers.
For our students (future teachers), however, it was an obligatory
event. Therefore, it is difficult to know whether the event would
have been as popular should it have not been obligatory. Perhaps
due to the obligatory character of the event, initially, some students
appeared to be a bit bored and unenthusiastic. Their attitudes quickly
changed when they realized that their peers were teaching the
workshops, and they began to enjoy it.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OTHER ORGANISERS

—
DO’S

—
DON'TS

– Let participants choose which workshops they want to attend;

– Avoid the words ‘learning’, ‘listening’, but use ‘creating’
and ‘writing’;

– Work in clear, small steps towards a tangible goal (e.g. a poem of
which they can be proud);
– Look for a link with the participant’s own interests (e.g. a poetry
workshop linked with hip hop music). Since contemporary cultural
expressions trigger young people’s attention and interest, for the
performance of the poem, they could choose any expressive form
they desired;
– Mix with other media: painting, photography, music, video, etc.;
– Length: shorter workshops are better (e.g. max. 1 hour 30 min.),

– Do not force people to write or to share any personal texts
when they do not feel comfortable to do it;
– Try to avoid sterile classrooms and look for a nice decor
(or bring your own decorations);
– Don’t use PowerPoint filled with text: it kills the passion;
– Don’t interfere too much with the participants’ writing process.
They sometimes struggle in the beginning, but usually overcome
this themselves.

– The use of an original language is fine, when it is focused on the
pleasure of reading and writing, communicating and not perfecting
grammar or spelling;
– Workshops for and by other students;
– “Journalist for a day” was a huge success because of the trust,
power and freedom given to the students. They literally took over
the organisation’s media channels.
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"I didn’t know I was capable of writing a poem.
Now I even feel like “why not publish a book together.”

—
MORE NOTES FROM PARTICIPANTS
Writing was nice but performing in front of the group made me feel
very insecure.
Some of the workshops were too difficult to repeat with young children
but I can adapt them to their level.
The workshops provided by the other students were very original.
It was nice to have them deliver them. I felt more at ease with them
because we somehow have similar lives.
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BEST PRACTICE / AARHUS UNIVERSITET
& AARHUS LIBRARIES DK
VARIOUS CANCER-RELATED
LITERARY PARTICIPATION PROJECTS
DATE
22 03 2018 (with Vigdis Hjort)
21 08 2018 (with Jon Kalman Stefansson)
06 09 2018 (with Siri Økland)
LOCATION Copenhagen and Aarhus
PARTICIPANTS small groups of patients, relatives and healthcare
professionals. There was also one big awareness-raising event for youth.

It’s my final wish

DESCRIPTION

I want to die

I’m the child

In Denmark, the literary participation projects targeted persons
with cancer, their relatives and healthcare professionals working
with cancer patients. The events focused on giving these people
the concrete tools to write about their memories, emotions etc.
related to illness, but also what it is like to care for and about
someone who is ill as well as what it is like to be a healthcare
professional who cares for cancer patients. In this way the events
engaged with existing research on narrative medicine, the narrative
work of healthcare professionals and health improving writing.

When we get there

The project investigated three key questions:

I’m gone

‒ How processes of co-decision relate to the planning of literary
activities/events and change the establishing social roles and
relationships between health care professionals, patients and
relatives,

with a view
over Kalo cove
Tine is with me
Now it is me

My eyes don’t see any more
I can only feel the pain
The pain of lying down
The pain of missing
“Let go”, thinks Tine
But she doesn’t say it
I want to let go
But my body
is failing me again
It is too strong
To die

‒ How patients engage with literature in order to relate narratively to
their own situation through discussions of texts and writings about
literature and literary events (e.g. in reviews, essays etc. published
on the SILO online platform);
‒ How health care professionals, patients and relatives perceive
and articulate the effects of the project’s intensified engagement
with literature in their local health care environment. Within the
project we held three different workshops and we changed the
original concept during the project period as we gained important
experience with and understanding of the groups attending the
events.
The first workshop was held at the house “Heimdal” in Aarhus that it
is open for persons with cancer, their relatives as well as health care
professionals working with cancer patients. The workshop started
with a presentation from the Norwegian author Vigdis Hjorth and
was followed by a creative writing session that was managed by the
Danish author Emma Bess. The participants wrote their own stories
and then were asked to change perspective and write from the new
viewpoint. A patient could, for example, write from a healthcare
professional’s or from a relative’s perspective. For the second
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“I used to feel lonely
with my story
but after hearing
all of the stories
today, I feel less
lonely.”

event, we invited the Icelandic author Jon Kalman Steffanson to lead
the first presentation. We changed the venue to the public library
DOKK1 and limited our invitation to cancer patients and relatives. The
creative workshop was again managed by Emma Bess. For the final
workshop, we had a close collaboration with the group “YoungCancer”
(“UngKræft”) and executed a shorter version of the concept in
connection with a festival for young people in Copenhagen. The
Norwegian author and cancer patient, Siri Økland, led the introductory
presentation and Emma Bess once again facilitated the workshop with
young high school students.
FINDINGS ON PARTICIPATION
The events were accessible in the sense that participants did not
have to prepare anything before attending the workshop. All paper
and materials were handed out on the same day and everyone was
given an introductory explanation before starting their own writing
process. Former patients, healthcare professionals and a patient
organisation were involved in shaping the event and discussions about
ethical questions. They furthermore helped formulate the invitation
for the events. Additionally, the project contributed to knowledge
of how literature and cultural events can become a more integral
part of the healthcare sector and what impact they can have. The
attendants were able to freely structure the writing exercise in the
most comfortable way, especially taking into the account the personal
topic about which they had to write. For forthcoming events, it might
be fruitful to reflect on whether one writes for one’s own sake –
therapeutically – or for others to read (which implies thinking about
what others might get out of reading one’s story).

"When a human dies, ‘a world dies’
and cries for ‘resurrection’."
17 — SILO / AARHUS UNIVERSITET & LIBRARIES

RECOMMENDATION FOR ORGANISERS

—
DO’S
– Find a suitable venue that allows for silence and
concentration (cosy);
– When one works with vulnerable groups, find suitable and
empathetic partners;
– Make sure there’s sufficient time (e.g. to share the written
stories when the participants would like to do so);
– Consider whether there is a need for follow-up events.

—
DON'TS
– Avoid noisy places;
– When inviting authors, consider eventual language barriers.

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Access

This event was more than just easy access.

Contribution

Participants ask questions to authors after their tasks.

Collaboration

Participants affect and change events through their writing, but the process
is controlled by the exercises presented by facilitators.

Co-creation

Involvement of former patients (and health experts) in shaping the set-up
of the event, discussing ethics and formulating invitations.

Hosting

SILO (and the participants) moved between different institutional venues
that hosted the participatory writing process – Hejmdal, DOKK1 library,
Youth Festival.

Story
Every morning I wake up feeling like someone has punched
me in my side. The first step out of bed is always the
most difficult because it means a new day of worrying and
having to face people around me who don’t look at me like
they used to do. It feels like someone has written CANCER
in capital letters on my forehead. I don’t look at other
people in the same way either, and they don’t look at me
in the same way. To them, I’m fragile, as if I could break
at any moment. To me, I’m like a bomb ready to explode and
destroy everything around me. I want to escape my thoughts,
I want to dream, fall into a deep sleep. But every morning
I wake up again, trying to hold on to my dreams as they are
ripped away from me by the fear and all my thoughts.

“I never saw the experience from
my mother’s perspective. That was
very interesting and very tough.”
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BEST PRACTICE / CULTUURHUIS DE WARANDE BE

area of the city. Each time we sent two professional authors and a
moderator/guide to one of the locations, where the authors were
briefly introduced in an informal setting. The authors read one short
story and then entered into a discussion with the public. Before the
event, the ‘public’ at each location was encouraged to participate
and all of the practical matters were arranged (location, drinks,
introduction, etc…). This led to interesting discussions. For example,
the concrete setting of a prison is totally different than a hospital (see
more). In total there were 150 participants.

THE LONG NIGHT OF THE SHORT STORY

(special edition of About Reading)
DATE 08 12 2018

LOCATION region of Turnhout & Cultuurhuis de Warande
PARTICIPANTS broad public (citizens in and around the city of
Turnhout). 150 participants outreach and 300 in Cultuurhuis de
Warande.

All photos © Bart Van den Moeren

DESCRIPTION
The initial goal of the project in Turnhout was to reach as broad of a
public as possible and to confront them with literature. It’s for that
reason that we focussed on the short story genre and the (better)
authors of this genre. The project was situated within the broader
context of the literature that the Cultuurhuis de Warande presents to
the public each month.
The chosen format was the popular talk show. Two permanent panel
members and a moderator receive two guests and speak to them
about their lives within the context of books. The series – now known
as ‘Overlezen’ (About Reading) – is in its 10th season this year and
has grown into a huge public success and are often sell outs. Each
year we present one of the events in a broader context in order to
renew and expand our public. “The Long Night of the Short Story”
was therefore an xxl-version of this regular event. With this special
version of the ‘Long Night’, we targeted a public that has a limited
or no experience with reading, and/or the world of writing and
authorship. We concentrated all of the activities into one day with
three parts.
During the afternoon of the event, we went to five different locations
throughout the city and region: a hospital, a prison, a care centre
for the elderly, a library and an activity centre in an underprivileged
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In the late afternoon, the project moved to Cultuurhuis de Warande.
Three unique areas in the building were chosen and made into special
and inspiring places to listen to the readings. It’s important to know
that an area of the building was an old and vacant library that will be
totally renovated in 2019 into a modern knowledge centre and meeting
place (read a new library .0). The Casco auditorium was transformed
into a ‘creepy’ reading room, the old youth library was made over
into an artists’ studio. The new word room (the permanent location
of Overlezen) kept its modern and minimalistic look. In these three
spaces, two authors read their short stories and were introduced
each time by one of the permanent panel members of Overlezen.
The choice of the stories was always linked to the décor of the rooms
so that the ‘atmosphere’ of the rooms and the content of the books
complemented each other. This increased the attractiveness but also
comprehensibility of participation, especially for a public that was not
comfortable with reading. The participants were divided into three
groups and were allowed to choose to which authors or locations that
they wanted to go. After a half an hour, the participants moved to the
next location of choice.
After a short break in the central hall of the building- that had been
transformed into a cabaret-like space-, the public was invited into the
main theatre for the evening finale. At this moment, together with the
international literature house PassaPorta, we presented a smorgasbord
of Flemish and foreign authors (NL, UK, ARG, B), who were introduced
by a professional TV journalist. In a lovely theatre decor, the five
authors read a short story with three musical intermezzos. The
Argentinian and English stories were read in their original versions
with a simultaneous projection/translation in Dutch. Two stories were
literally illustrated simultaneously by a cartoonist whose images were
projected live on a large screen. Kees van Kooten, a renowned Dutch
comedian and ‘word artist’, brought the evening to a conclusion.
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DE WARANDE

ANGE
VAN
NACH
HET KORTE VERHAAL
The evening ended in the atmospheric central hall where we sold
books as well as provided opportunities to get autographs from the
authors. While all of this was going on, the members of the audience
were able to enjoy food and drink.

BEGINT IN HET AZ TURNHOUT

FINDINGS ON PARTICIPATION
The afternoons were crafted in a targeted way in order to reach as
many persons as possible who had little experience with literature.
We expressly chose the short story genre because it is the most
effective way within a short time frame to ‘tell a story’.
We also chose to work with professional authors: a few of them were
already known by the larger public. The easily accessibility of the
authors at the diverse locations was a plus. The moderator of was
instructed to ensure a very ‘chilled’ atmosphere at each location and
develop a natural form of interaction. By purposefully looking for
places where people live, who otherwise seldom or never engage in
reading literature, we needed to ensure a carefree interaction with
no strings attached. By meeting them in their ‘trusted’ environment –
and encouraged by the employees of the institutions – we attempted
to lower any possible barriers. The participants came from almost
every part of society: prisoners, people with long-term illnesses,
elderly with physical limitations and marginalised groups from social
housing, etc... Hence, the reactions at each location were very
different: some were indifferent while others were extremely happy
and engaged. There was also a diversity in reactions seen in the
responsible persons from the different institutions and locations.
In the end, they were the co-creators of the process and not
only responsible for the practical organisation (not always easy in
hospitals and in prisons), but especially for motivating and engaging
the participants. They were not only extremely positive about the
event, but also hoped for a sequel. Their engagement was high
because they were also invited – as participants – to take part in
the afternoon and evening programmes, ensuring that they had free
entry to the event (the regular public paid on average 15 Euros).
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Furthermore, during the late afternoon and evening sessions, we
aimed to engage as broad a public as possible. The décor, the á la
carte menus, casual clothes, the atmosphere we created in the hall,
the book stand, and especially the diverse activities we had on offer
in the theatre (international, music, cartoonists, cabaret, professional
sound and music engineering, décor, simultaneous translation) were
designed to encourage the visitors to actively participate. We did this
hoping that the public would become motivated to read and/or to visit
the programmes of the Cultuurhuis de Warande or another library.
We always took note of their interest in our databank so that we could
keep them informed of our future activities.
Also most of the professional authors (20 in number) were happy with
the interactive approach towards their potential reading audience.
Writing is always a lonely activity and one seldom gets the opportunity
to come into (literally) direct contact with one’s readers (and obviously
vice versa).
In short, the entire project received excellent evaluations and can be
repeated. Having said that, the project was also a very work intensive
and expensive one to execute. It depends on project funding whether
it will take place again or not. This special edition was nonetheless
the third time that we produced “The Long Night of the Short Story”,
which has been repeated three times over a period of 15 years. We
learned a lot from those previous ‘editions’, and will learn more from
this edition as well…

27/11/18 12:03
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LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Access

Due to the combination of organising the event in- and outdoors
(for example: in an elderly home, in prison), we brought our event
to the location of the audience.

Contribution

There was a little space for contribution: participants were unable to
exercise any influence on the activity: neither on the process nor on the
goals. However, before and after the interventions of the authors, there was
room for informal contact. The ‘moderator’ needed to stimulate this contact.

Collaboration

The specific context of the location (hospital, prison, etc…) strongly
determined the possibility for ‘collaboration’. Still, the participants had no
influence on the formula offered. The process during the sessions was very
dependent on the initiative, motivation and integrity of the participants and
the authors to interact with each other. The moderator and/or guide of the
location was able to stimulate this.

Co-creation

The possibilities in this format were limited. We took a risk to convince the
stakeholders (i.e. administrators, directors, facilitators, etc…) to participate
in the evening activities in and around Cultuurhuis de Warande. It paid off as
some were very happy to participate and enjoyed themselves.

Hosting

The added value of the afternoon sessions was found in the idea that the
barriers for reading literature were lowered. Directors and/or employees of
the locations were encouraged to experiment. Everyone was immediately
convinced. Practical objections that were given were quickly resolved. The
directors and/or employees at the different locations played an important
role: during the preparatory meetings, they helped structure the specific
venues. They taught us the do’s and don’ts.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ORGANISERS

—
DO’S:
‒ Get the locations and partners involved early: they will need
to develop a strong self-identification with the project;
‒ Not only is personal contact important, when initially visiting
a potential partner, it also helps to leave behind a short
explanation on paper;
‒ Find ‘more open’ social places to produce the readings
(stations, markets, community centres, playgrounds or
afternoon breaks at schools, etc…).

—
DON’TS
‒ Try formulas that are too expensive. Too high costs will limits the
amount of times you can execute the project. For example, our
formula is too expensive for us to repeat every two years.
‒ A too tight time frame in the diverse locations reduces informality.
The authors should be informed about the locations beforehand
so that they can prepare and think about ways to reduce barriers.
The audience should have access to more personal contact with
the authors…
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"Also most of the professional authors
were happy with the interactive approach
towards their potential reading audience."
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—
NOTES FROM TEACHERS

BEST PRACTICE / THE HUNGARIAN SOCIETY OF WRITERS HU
(SZEPIROK TARSASAGA)

I think that the outcome of working with students on this project was not
only a pool of rather original, sensitive texts written by the students,
but also that the whole project worked as a sensitizing activity for many
of them. It made them thoroughly ponder and discuss issues about which
they had only had oversimplified views earlier.

BUDAPEST FRAGMENTS PROJECT
DATE / LOCATION / PARTICIPANTS
20 04 2018 + 25 04 2018 / Budapest / European Writers’
Workshop and Secondary School Workshop (2 x 80 participants)

I find it especially significant that the project has shown students
that literature is not only about aesthetic experience.

26 05 2018 / Budapest / Creative Writing Schools Meeting and
Workshop (90 participants)
04 > 12 2019 / Budapest Fragments Project (600 participants)
01 2018 > 06 2019 / in 45 elementary and secondary schools across
Hungary / Contemporary Literature in Schools (1350 participants)

All photos © Gabriella Csoszó
and Lenke Szilágyi

METHODS
SHORT DESCRIPTION
This event was a collaborative project of Szépírók Társasága,
the Hungarian Society of Writers, Critics and Literary Translators
and the Association of Hungarian Literature Teachers.

"The almost two
months we spent
on the project
gave us a lot:
interesting,
often emotional
discussions,
debates and
sometimes silence."

This programme, co-funded by the Open Society Institute, connected
the various literary representations of Budapest with contemporary
writers and secondary school students. Students learned about how
a metropolis like Budapest has been represented in the Hungarian
literary tradition through short literary texts and contemporary
writers’ video explanations. Students were encouraged to write about
their Budapest experiences.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

AIMS
− To give secondary school students living in and near Budapest an
opportunity to reflect on the many different lifestyles and cultures
existing side-by-side in the contemporary metropolis and on the
social and cultural conflicts arising from this,

Eight popular writers were invited to name one of their favourite
literary texts by a 20th 21st century author that discussed the author’s
views on or experience of Budapest. Each of them spoke about the
text in a short video. The videos were shot at a scene in Budapest
corresponding to the texts discussed. In the videos, the writers spoke
about whatever they found interesting to share with students, e.g.
the author’s perspective on the story, the social tension present in
the text, the cultural significance of the scene where the story took
place, etc. They also commented on how the texts they had chosen
related to contemporary issues of the metropolis. The videos along
with the literary texts were published on the project’s blog.
Literature teachers from secondary schools were invited to apply to
participate in the programme with their students. 20 teachers from
17 schools leading 28 classes participated by discussing the texts and
the videos during classes and extracurricular activities. A teaching
methodology was written by a master teacher to support the teachers’
activities. The methodology offered information on: metropolis
studies, the discussed authors and texts, the works of the participating
contemporary authors as well as ideas concerning what students could
write about themselves based on the material discussed.
For participating students, a competition was announced: they were
invited to write about their own experience of the city in any genre
they chose (1-5 pages). Tangible connection to the texts discussed
was not a requirement, yet, paraphrases of the classics was also
allowed. Each teacher could enter three works that they had chosen
together with their class. Students were also asked to make short
selfie videos in which they discussed their views on the project or on
their own works. These were then uploaded to the website along with
their competition entries. A jury of three (a writer participating in the
programme, a literature teacher, and the President of the Society,
and a literary critic) evaluated the entries and selected the winners
(eight altogether). Winning students were given ebook-readers loaded
with contemporary Hungarian and foreign literary works, books, and
literary café vouchers. At the public awards’ ceremony, students read
the winning texts together with some of the participating authors, who
read their own texts about Budapest. The event was complete with
a popular duo performing songs about the capital.

− To introduce students to the history of literary representations of
Budapest as a versatile habitat as well as to make them reflect
on the significance of literary representations,
− To introduce students to past but also contemporary writers
and encourage them to read literature as something that can be
compared to their own experience,
− To encourage students to write about their own experience
of the city.

— note from a teacher
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EXPLANATION OF METHODS

EVALUATION BY TEACHERS

Though this was primarily a literary project, we tried to apply
methods corresponding to young people’s media consumption
habits. Today YouTube videos seem to be a primary source of
information for this age group; hence, we asked writers to discuss
the selected texts in a short video instead of writing about them.
We also supposed that students would be more willing to comment
on the project and their own activity in short videos than filling
out formal evaluation sheets. Sharing competition entries in a blog
and on social media was also considered to be attractive for this
generation. At the same time, discussions led by well-prepared
teachers provided a more organised and methodical approach than
simply announcing the project and reaching students through social
media, thus guaranteeing more predictable participation.

Teachers found both the texts and the videos thoughtful and well
suited to students’ interests and competence. Many of them said
that they were planning to incorporate the project into their teaching
in the future. In many classes, students decided which texts, topics
were to be discussed. Their reports emphasised the impact of the
videos as these were often more persuasive for students than the
texts themselves. The most popular issue discussed in classes was
café culture in Budapest. Teachers found that when it came to creative
writing, students were more attracted to fictional genres than news
reporting, essay and other documentary genres; nevertheless, the
students also proved to be very sensitive to social issues.

FINDINGS ON PARTICIPATION

Students evaluated the project in short selfie videos, which were sent
along with their entries to the competition. Some of these videos
have been published, but many students claimed that they did not
want their videos to be aired and only meant for the organisers of the
project. In the videos, students mostly praised the opportunity the
project offered them to step outside of institutional boundaries. They
were inspired by the mixed media material and the encouragement to
write. Some of them reported that they did their own research to write
their texts (e.g. on café culture), which they enjoyed a lot. Most of
them said that the project helped them see Budapest in a new way.

EVALUATION BY STUDENTS

All eight authors were very enthusiastic to take part in the project.
They considered it a chance to reach a new audience for past
writers and themselves. As in earlier projects, once again, we found
that secondary school teachers were extremely eager to learn and
apply new teaching methods, to discuss writers and texts that are
not a part of the ordinary curriculum, but also to find new ways
to encourage students to write about their own experiences. The
competition – the valuable prizes, the opportunity to be published
and to read together with ’real‘ authors - was seen by students as
extra motivation for reading, discussing and writing.

SELF-EVALUATION

Twenty teachers from 17 schools in or near Budapest took part in the
project with 28 classes (grades 9-12). Classes consisted of 6 to 35
students each. Altogether 549 students participated, a number that
far exceeded our expectations. Due to the rules of the competition,
60 works were entered; however, several hundred works were
written by students. Teachers and students spent a sum of 102
teaching hours on the project in schools.
Entries represented a variety of genres: short stories, poems, slam
poems, essays, news reporting and mixed media works. A wide range
of topics were discussed by students: e.g. the old blocks of flats as
scenes of social tension, the party life of young intellectuals, objects
as imprints of history, how to survive Budapest coming from the
countryside, arriving in Budapest as a refugee, poverty, the similarity
of café culture and social media interactivity, etc. Most of the
award-winning texts attested to social sensitivity as well as literary
maturity.

—
MORE NOTES FROM TEACHERS
I was surprised to see that even students who otherwise were not very creative
in class also took part in the writing exercises.
Since the end of the project, we have developed the core idea and students now immediately
write their own interpretation of the poems, short stories they are required to read. Visual and
nonlinear, free, multi-technique reflections have come to the foreground. I am very proud of
the two months of work of my students.

Overall, the project’s results met our expectations. At certain points
(e.g. the number of participating students), it even exceeded them.
As an organisation for writers and critics, we needed to reach and
inspire many students and collaborate with a professional organisation
of teachers. The project not only helped us reach schools, but also
provided essential professional background (e.g. teaching manual) to
achieve our goals. In previous projects, we learned that a certain level
of organised direct outreach was essential to touch new audiences;
simply offering interesting interactive programmes would not inspire
most young people. Offering symbolic payment for teachers and
valuable prizes for students also seemed to be an important factor in
raising the level of participation.

“I wanted to write about something that is a constant
part of our lives, yet, we do not think of it as
significant, we take it as natural. That’s why
I wrote about social loneliness.”
— note from a student
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ORGANISERS

—
DO’S

—
DON’TS

− Define the audience you wish to reach and prepare material
suited to their interests and media consumption patterns;

− Don’t expect people to participate in a project just because you
think it should be exciting for them (or think it is “about” them). Just
because you have advertised the project, doesn’t mean that you
have reached them. Letting people know about an event or project
is easy, motivating them to participate is more difficult;

− Cooperate with organisations with thorough knowledge
of that audience;
− Think of different ways to motivate participants (payment,
competition, the reputation of the publication, etc.);

− Although a well-designed programme is more likely to succeed,
do not over-design it. Leave room for people to make their own
decisions (e.g. what to write about and what not, what genre to use,
when to work, etc.);

− Even when your project is mainly about writing, be flexible when
designing out-reach methods and expecting contributions –
including the fact that other media might prove to be more effective
to raise interest or more handy for participants. Writing about
someone’s own life and recording a personal story on video are not
necessarily that different in essence;

− Although it is important to communicate that creative writing is for
everyone, do not try to be overly anti-elitist. Not everyone wants to
become a published author, most people try writing as a means of
self-discovery or a way to better understand literature. Praising their
writing beyond limits will seem insincere to them.

− Make detailed plans of communicating and promoting your
project to the general audience.

—
MORE NOTES FROM STUDENTS

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

This project made me think of topics I
would have never considered otherwise.
It was a great experience.
My poem is a letter I wrote to my sister
from an imagined situation. It’s about
youth, about growing up, about being
lonely and facing new experiences.
This person in the poem meets for
the first time this world we refer to as
‘Budapest’, the insensitive crowd that
is made out of sensitive individuals.
I live outside Budapest, so I decided to
go to the city to find something to write
about. The moment I saw the woman
with the child, I knew I was going to write
about them.
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Access

Participating teachers and students had access to all materials and the
closing event. All of the students could enter the competition.
The classes and teachers selected three works, which was forwarded to the
jury nominated by the partners. The materials and closing event were also
accessible to the general audience. Participants were involved in preparing
materials, approaching schools, organising the contest, selecting winners.

Contribution

Students contributed by (1) selecting texts and topics to be discussed in
classes; (2) writing texts on a topic and in a genre of their choice; (3) the
winners’ reading at the closing event. The participants were involved in
designing and managing the entire project and selecting the participating
writers.

Collaboration

Students collaborated with each other and their teachers in discussing
material, picking entry works. There was also a collaboration between the
Society and the Association, with writers and teachers; there was
a collaboration with students at the closing event.

Co-creation

The participants were partner-hired writers and recruited students (through
teachers), who provided content. More specifically, they co-created the pool
of texts and videos published on the project website with authors whose
texts and videos were published at the beginning of the project. Award
winning students co-created the closing event with authors and musicians.

Hosting

Participants had no role in hosting, only in providing content. The organiser
hosted and controlled the Website, the Facebook Page and Closing Event.
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BEST PRACTICE / ASSOCIATION KROKODIL RS
(UDRUŽENJE KROKODIL)
KROKODOKODIL

Festival of literature and illustration for children touring around
far-away places, under-developed and suburban areas of larger cities
DATE / LOCATION / PARTICIPANTS
10 2018 + 04 2019 / Belgrade, Jagodina, Brestovac, Kladovo,
Lazarevac, Bor, Backa Topola / primary school children, age 9 - 12

All photos © Alex Dmitrovic

"K.R.O.K.O.D.I.L.
is an acronym
in Serbian and
stands for:
Literary Regional
Gathering That
Alleviates Boredom
And Lethargy."

DESCRIPTION
The KROKODOKODIL festival of literature and illustration for
children was formed around the premise that it is imperative to
contribute to the development of a future reading audience in
a dynamic, systematic and continuous way. The societies that take
pride in the popularity of reading are always those that have a careful
and thorough system of forming such habits in early childhood.
Festival KROKODOKODIL aims to do exactly the same by using
different audio-visual materials as well as dramaturgy, directing,
decor and mise en scene. This results in the mixture of festival
and theatre that boosts the usage of state of the art multimedia so
that the whole event is adapted to the sense of rhythm and general
sensibilities of the youngest literary audiences.
The sixth edition of the festival KROKODOKODIL was opened on 12
October 2018, with the main theatrical event in Youth Theatre Dadov.
This event lasted until the end of June 2019. The play, IN SOMEONE
ELSE’S SNEAKERS, was written by Jasminka Petrović, a renowned
contemporary Serbian children and youth author. The play was
performed by the theatre company of Dadov and directed by Vladan
Djurković.
The name of the festival evokes its subject: respect for diversity and
empathy for the other. The aim of the project is to raise awareness
about the relationship the environment has to the children, who are
somehow different than others. The books represented during the
festival were:
– Rico, Oscar and the Mysterious Stone,
by German author Andreas Steinhoeffel,
– El Deafo, a graphic novel by Cece Bell,
– The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-time Indian,
by Sherman Alexie,
– On Cats, Notes and Bugs, by Jasminka Petrović.
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The questions concerning tolerance, acceptance of differences and
embracing diversity were the most important aspects of the festival
and the workshops and lectures for children and professionals in the
field of education and literature.
In the months after the Belgrade show, the play (in form of workshops)
toured many smaller towns and villages of Serbia. They presented their
exciting and extraordinary world in order to engage, include, entertain
and educate the children from far-away places, under-developed and
suburban areas of larger cities, namely, the places which lack contact
with contemporary cultural and literary themes.
FINDINGS ON PARTICIPATION
Each event was extremely successful in terms of the number of
participants as well as visibility in local and national media. Interest
among teachers, librarians and parents was much higher than
expected, therefore, many children participated. They were excited
and happy to hear that such a big name in children’s literature,
Jasminka Petrović, was coming to their town/village. The children
actively participated in the workshops. When it came to the workshop
content, they were engaged and clearly understood the message
and felt/showed empathy. They provided examples from their own
environment and experience, showing interest in the books that were
presented. They asked where they could purchase or borrow them.
JASMINKA’S FINDINGS
“At the very beginning, there were several interruptions by a couple
of boys, but as soon as the opening jingle started, everybody was
absolutely focused and interested in the work. They engaged in
the conversations. In the beginning they were a bit shy, but as the
workshop approached its finale, the participants were more and more
eager to express their opinions. They gave some examples from
everyday life, about people who are different than the rest. They
obviously liked the working method. They were very attentive with
the video clips and had appropriate reactions. Most importantly, they
showed empathy towards the main characters of all four books.”
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OTHER ORGANISERS

—
DO’S
– Define the audience you wish to reach and prepare materials suited
to their interests and media consumption patterns;
– Engage well-known authors to raise interest among the audience
and local organisers;
– Cooperate with organisations who have a thorough knowledge of
the audience in order to appropriately reach the target group;
– Even when your project is mainly about writing, be flexible when
designing out-reach methods and expecting contributions – the
inclusion of other media might prove to be more effective in raising
interest or easier for participants;
– Use literature as a tool to raise important questions and seek
answers for heavy topics within the target group (school children).

—
DON’TS

—
MORE NOTES FROM PARTICIPANTS
It was wonderful, different than the rest and very exciting.

– Avoid old methods to present books for kids/outdated media;

I loved the music in video clips.

– Avoid old school lectures/readings.

All the books are great, but I would like to especially mention El Deafo. It really hit me.
I like the fact that El Deafo is written in the form of a comic book.
It is a good idea that Youth Theatre Dadov is part of the festival. Their theatre vision of the
books is great. It was not easy for the actors to play all the characters from the books.
The best actor is the girl who played Ceca from the book El Deafo.

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

I liked the scenography - all the shoes scattered on the stage.
Access

The children had free access to the workshop. KROKODIL was responsible
for preparing materials, approaching schools and libraries, organising the
workshops, selecting the authors.

Contribution

Kids contributed to the workshops by providing examples from their own
lives and environments. KROKODIL was responsible for designing and
managing the whole project. The story, the idea and the main message.

Collaboration

The kids collaborated with each other and with the workshop facilitator
Jasminka Petrovic, but had no influence on the basic framework.
KROKODIL collaborated with local institutions such as schools, libraries and
city municipalities.

Co-creation

Participating children affected the events through their input.
KROKODIL hired writers, illustrators and recruited students (through
teachers), who provided content. KROKODIL invited libraries and schools in
the visited places to co-create the programme.

Hosting

Participants had no role in hosting, only in providing content. Partners, who
hosted events, monitored and collected content for promotion as well as
evaluation forms.

I found the talk between Oscar and Rico interesting. They understood each other in the end,
despite being so different.
This year’s title of the festival SOMEBODY ELSE’S SNEAKERS is well written.
It explains what the topic will be.

"I think that the support by both
parents and friends is very
important in life."
— note from a participant
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BEST PRACTICE / FUNDACIÓN UXÍO NOVONEYRA, FUN ES

FINDINGS ON PARTICIPATION
The Uxío Novoneyra's Foundation – EidosFest’s host sponsor –
organises programmes, activities and visits throughout the year.
A big open event in the shape of a festival provides the organisation
with much more visibility among the larger public as well as helping
it to train and attract new audiences. The foundation is aware that
some of its potential public (youngsters, locals) may consider poetry
to be elitist, difficult to understand and far from their lifeworld; hence,
by “disguising” and mixing it with other art expressions, the festival
renders poetry more understandable and attractive.

IV FESTIVAL DOS EIDOS EIDOSFEST
DATE / LOCATION / PARTICIPANTS
21-26 08 2018 + 23-25 08 2019 (5th edition) / O Courel, Lugo, Galicia,
Spain / Mixed public gathering of ca. 1,200 people, composed of locals
(e.g. rural elderly population, emigrants returning for holidays, new
rural residents ) and non-local visitors (e.g. dedicated attendants,
casual tourists in the area) and middle-aged public.

Also, as both the foundation and the festival are set in a rural area
with many elderly, involving local inhabitants has been key for the
event's success. After some editions, O Courel’s neighbours consider
- and enjoy - EidosFest as a traditional “farewell-summer” party like
they used to have 30 or 40 years ago.

All photos © Tamara De la Fuente
@ Novoneyra foundation

DESCRIPTION
EidosFest is a literature and mixed arts festival taking place in the
remote rural area of O Courel in Galicia (Northern Spain) since 2015.
The programme covers three to five days of cultural events linked
to literature - namely poetry - with shows, concerts, exhibitions and
conferences taking place around (and inside) an ancient traditional
manor house, surrounded by mountains and chestnut forests. The
area is a living museum that was once the home of Galician poet Uxío
Novoneyra.
EidosFest was born under the banner of the project, Literature
for Life, which ran between 2014 and 2016 with funding from
the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union (KA2 Strategic
Partnerships). The project, which culminated in the foundation of the
European Network of Literary Festivals for Isolated Communities
@EULitfest, was acknowledged by the Erasmus + French National
Agency as an example of a Best Practice. The network has received
further European funding under this and other EU programmes in
recent years. The Festival was also granted the EFFE label (quality
certificate from EFA- European Cultural-Festivals Association).
Because of this international dimension, EidosFest developed part
of its activities both in English and Spanish (Galician), providing a
framework for intercultural dialogue and exchange of experiences
between people from different nationalities.

More pictures on the Festival Dos Eidos:
www.silops.eu — filter: Galicia (Spain)
or @Eidosfest on twitter, Instagram and
Facebook

In its 4th edition, EidosFest’s programme included activities such
as international poetry readings, live music, theatre and dance, art
exhibitions, conferences, workshops, literary audio-visuals, literary
guided routes, a book market, etc. The venue itself, the house
of poet Uxío Novoneyra, also functions as an open air museum.
The surroundings are lush with vegetation and hundred-year-old
chestnuts offer visitors the opportunity to discover a protected area
that is part of the network Natura 2000.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ORGANISERS
– Know your area and take advantage of it: the natural value of our
surroundings is one of the things our visitors value most, turning
ecotourists into an important part of our audience.
– Choose your dates wisely: we decided to plan the festival at the end
of summer in order to have as many visitors in the area as possible
and help build up our audience: locals, tourists but also emigrants,
who return home for the holidays, are very valuable for us.

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Access

Choosing the correct dates was key for getting audience. The area is remote
but, because of that, it has a value in itself. It is an attractive destination
and an added-value to the festival.

Contribution

Programming several days of activities in a small venue gave visitors the
opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with performers as well as the
staff responsible for the organisation. As several activities are programmed
(sometimes simultaneously), the public can choose which one suits them
best and design their very own festival experience.

Collaboration

From past experience over the previous years, today, the festival can count
on the help of volunteers; visitors who liked the event and wanted to play
a more active role. Their presence has been key to making the event more
collaborative (but also contributes to the challenge of dealing with a larger
staff).

Co-creation

Having a wide network to support the festival, with several partners (private
and public) who providing both economic and/or technical support, has
led to a programme based on the co-design. Many partners provide (or
choose to fund) a specific activity, which they often proposed. Furthermore,
visitors from formers festivals, local organisations, artists and volunteers
can propose activities and improvements to the design of the programme,
combining both up-to-down and bottom—to-up methods for programming.
Nevertheless, as organisers we still have to find more participatory ways to
engage locals in the festival design.

Hosting

There is a wide offer of accommodation: from free camping space to hostels,
bed and breakfasts as well as fancy rural hotels. Both the public and the
performers are scattered around the area so they have the opportunity to
get to know something beyond the festival, while the local community is
aware of the benefits of the event.

– Keep it inclusive: be sure you provide your public with affordable
accommodation opportunities, including some free lodging. Free
access to activities is also important.
– Involve your local population: map your area for performers and
artists who can take part in your cultural offer. There are several
services and tasks for which you will need further help (consider
subcontracting), so, choose also local partners. By doing this,
you will contribute to the creation of jobs and achieve further
dissemination and approval within your community. For example,
the catering services for EidosFest are managed by a women's
association located in O Courel.
– Balance gender participation: we made a big effort to have
at least 50% of our performers as women.
– Think about children: many parents might want to go to your
festival, but are unable to leave their children alone. Make activities
for the children! It is important to show some extra dedication to
your young visitors as you will be building tomorrow's audiences.
– Keep it economically sustainable: budget is always a challenge for
organising events, so, it’s important to have some partners who
can financially support you. Eidosfest maintains agreements with
private businesses such as local hotels (who want the festival to
go forward as room occupation highly rises because of it) and
companies, who sponsor consumables and finance some of the big
shows.
– Do benchmarking: invite cultural managers and other colleagues
from creative industries. This will not only provide you with highly
esteemed “ambassadors”, but will also give you the opportunity
to influence your local/regional (even national) arts scene. These
managers can “recruit” performers during your festival or even vice
versa, helping you to build a win-to-win cultural exchange network.

"While visitors arrive to a place they have never thought about,
O Courel’s neighbours enjoy it as the traditional “farewell-summer” party
they used to have 30 or 40 years ago."
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THE PERSPECTIVE OF SOME AUTHORS

Today, we often hear criticism that children have problems with
attention and concentration. After the workshops, my opinion on
this matter developed. We need to better understand that students’
attention is influenced by the very topics with which they are engaged.
The more serious and demanding the topics, the more interested
the children are in the debate. During the conversations held during
our workshops, even very shy children, children with disabilities or
some kind of handicap got involved. The chosen topics were found
back in the selected books. These were: prejudice, stereotypes,
discrimination, tolerance...

INTRODUCTION
The preceding sections were written from the perspective of
the partners, i.e. organisers of literary events and educational
programmes. But what do the writers think about all of this? In the
following section, we have included some viewpoints of participating
authors to give an impression of how they felt about our initiatives.
As you will see, the reactions were very mixed.

By providing workshops in smaller towns and villages, we were able
to provided cultural content to children from rural and marginalised
communities. Due to the lack of cultural institutions and poor
transportation links with the larger surrounding cities, these children
mainly focused on school and out-of-school activities. The content
of our festival opened up new doors and provided an opportunity
for them to think about the books in a completely new way. Literary
reading was not their goal, but a means of conversation.

PERSPECTIVE OF AUTHOR JASMINKA PETROVIC

"Festival krokodil
tells us that
reading is very
useful for kids.
That way we can see
that the others have
similar problems
as we do. We should
read more."

During the SILO project, we held ten workshops entitled
IN SOMEONE ELSE'S SHOES in different towns and villages
throughout Serbia. Since 2013, I am the main writer and creative
director of a Festival of Literature and Illustrations for children called
KROKODOKODIL, which is organised by the association ‘Krokodil’.
The topics we have worked on so far are: the relationship of the
writer and illustrator, the horror story, film and children's books,
fairy tales, travels as well as respect for diversity. This year's festival
IN SOMEONE ELSE’S SHOES aimed at examining the relationship
towards children in an environment that is in some ways different
from the mainstream. Due to limited resources, until this year,
the festival was only available to children in urban and suburban
municipalities of Belgrade. Thanks to the SILO project, the festivalstyle programme was adapted to a multimedia content and also
offered to students in rural areas.
As a writer, I often visit schools and city libraries. Children first read
parts of their books and then discuss them with me about appropriate
topics. Discussions with children during the workshops IN SOMEONE
ELSE’S SHOES were visibly more open, had more content and were,
therefore, generally better than usual. The professionally prepared
sound and video material kept the participants of the workshops in
an active state. In the short films, based on the motifs of selected
books, children of the same age group were the actors. This was
an additional motivation for live participation in the workshops. In
Serbian language classes or in libraries, often students just passively
listen to adults reading (teachers, librarians, parents or writers
themselves). In this case, we found that the pupils more easily and
quickly accepted the contents of the books, which were interpreted
by children who are actors.

During the workshops, the cooperation with schools and libraries was
excellent. On average, the workshops consisted of 20 to 80 children,
ages 10 to 13 years old. Comments by teachers and librarians were
very positive.

"You gave me ideas on how to handle books in a more interesting way.These
days we are talking about tolerance at school, you have really showed us
how to bring this topic closer to the students.
We will continue to talk about these books in the library."
From a school in Novi Sad, we even received a series of presentations
made by students that were inspired by the books we exhibited.
In Jagodina, students from regular schools and students from the
school for children with hearing impairments were brought together.
During the workshop, there were very emotional moments, honest
confessions and mutual support. The sign language translator was
also a student with a partial hearing impairment.
At the end of each workshop, the sentence we heard the most was:
I want to read all four books! As one of the organisers of the festival,
as a workshop leader and most of all as a writer, I consider this
sentence to be the best proof that our mission was accomplished. We
succeeded in motivating children of this generation - the children who
are more prone to take up digital technologies than books - to read.
So it is possible.
Jasminka Petrović
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CRITICAL NOTES FROM AUTHORS
AT THE EUROPEAN WRITERS’ WORKSHOP IN BUDAPEST
by Owen Good
As part of the International Book Festival Budapest, Thirty
European first-time novelists were invited for a writers’ workshop,
where they debated the public role of writers, translation and held
a Q&A with young Budapest students.
On Thursday 25 April, a European Writers’ Workshop was held
in Három Holló / Drei Raben. It was organised by the Hungarian
Society of Writers (Szépírók Társasága) in cooperation with EUNIC
Hungary and the International Book Festival Budapest in the
framework of the Creative Europe project SILO (Socially Inclusive
Literature Operation). Thirty first-time novelists were invited to
participate from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Switzerland and Turkey.

"My sister is blind. She's studying.
All of us in the family help her when she needs it."
— note from a participant

The day began with a presentation by Helena Bijnens from
Belgium, coordinator of SILO: Socially Inclusive Literature Operations
funded by Creative Europe.

The use of an original language is fine, when it is focused on the pleasure of
reading and writing, communicating and not perfecting grammar or spelling.
Photo © Helena Bijnens

Bijnens’ presentation included pictures of a literary walking festival
in Galicia held in rural heritage sites and an event that was held in
a barn to a herd of elderly audience members (yes, cows). After her
presentation, she asked two provocative questions: do events such
as these disrespect the seriousness and insight of literature? Do
they turn writers into ‘amusement-park entertainers’? In response,
the European novelists who were present shared stories of being
persuaded to attend countless events by their publishers to help
sell their books. On the one hand, they discussed how alternative
or socially-minded events were at least unique experiences and
offered the authors’ new perspectives on their work. On the other
hand, there was some consensus in the room that many writers felt
uncomfortable about feeling obliged to engage in frequent events,
simply because they had written a book. The common feeling in the
room was: isn’t it the writer’s job to write? Authors who are capable
and in a position to do so may decide for themselves, but others
simply have neither the desire nor the ability to advocate for their
own work, let alone for literature at large. Furthermore, many were
sceptical about re-imagining literature and finding new competitive
approaches with modern phenomena like smartphones and Netflix.
Why are we stimulating an ethic of competition instead of the
traditional intimate act of silent reading?
Article published by hlo.eu (30 April 2019)
—
All photos © Gabriella Csoszó
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SILO PARTNERS DESCRIPTION

Szépírók Társasága (HU) (Hungarian Society of Writers, Critics, and
Literary Translators) promotes contemporary literature and democratic
cultural policies. Its almost 400 members include some of the
internationally most acclaimed Hungarian writers as well as cultural
journalists and cultural managers from across Hungary, and also
writers and critics of the Hungarian minorities and diasporas, along
with international translators and scholars of Hungarian literature. It
organizes readings, conferences, educational programmes, festivals
and other cultural events within and beyond the borders of Hungary.
It collaborates with Hungarian and international cultural organizations.

UC Leuven-Limburg (BE), a HEI in Flanders offers more than 30
professional bachelor, and lifelong learning study programmes in
various fields, with a focus on health care, social work, business &
commerce, teacher education, science & technology. UC LeuvenLimburg’s strong commitment to research ensures state-of-art
training programmes for its 15,000 students. UC Leuven-Limburg has
much experience with participatory initiatives on the border between
education, arts and society. We educate arts educators, youth
workers, cultural workers. For this educational task, we have many
contacts with youth arts and cultural organisations in the national
and international area. In the SILO project, teachers and researchers
from the expertise centre “Art of Teaching” are involved.

Association KROKODIL (RS) stands for K.R.O.K.O.D.I.L.
It is an acronym in Serbian and stands for: Literary Regional Gathering
That Alleviates Boredom And Lethargy. Association KROKODIL is
dedicated to production of literary, cultural and sociopolitical programs
and projects with the aim of developing literary audiences and those
that are interested in culture as such, promotion of the culture
of dialogue, reconciliation and reconstruction of the broken links
particularly in the region of the Western Balkans but also in deepening
of the mutual understanding and the acceptance of differences in the
European context and elsewhere.

Aarhus Universitet (DK) or Aarhus University (AU) was founded in
1928. It has 37,500 students; about 1,900 PhD students - of which
one in four has a foreign nationality - and close to 700 postdoctoral
scholars together with 8,100 employees (2013). AU has four
faculties which cover the entire research spectrum – basic research,
applied research, strategic research and research based advice to
the authorities. In recent years AU has been moving up the most
important university ranking lists. The School of Communication
and Culture, which participates in SILO, belongs to the Faculty of
Arts and offers a broad range of research and degree programmes
across a variety of fields: Aesthetics, Literature, Information and
media studies, Linguistics, Scandinavian Studies, Western European
languages and cultures as well as the Arts.

Fundación Uxío Novoneyra / FUN (ES) is a private non-profit
foundation located in the remote rural area of O Courel, Galicia in
northwest Spain (NUTS 112). Since 2012, it functions at the national
level as a “foundation of public interest”, as granted by the Ministry of
Culture of the Government of Spain. It is also technically supported
and audited by this ministry. According to its statutes, the Foundation
promotes the conservation and dissemination of the work and legacy
of Novoneyra as well as promoting and encouraging Galician artistic
creation, especially in the fields of poetry and literature, with a special
focus on internationalization. It is also committed to environmental
conservation and rural development, especially in isolated areas like
O Courel. Thus, the Foundation’s headquarters are located at the
former home of the poet. It is an old manor house, which has now
been turned into an open museum. The home and surrounding lands
act as a cultural magnet for social innovation and the promotion of the
area as a cultural tourist destination. Another role of the foundation
is to advise the regional cultural public and private sectors about
internationalisation. It attracts the best European practices to our
region and promotes Galician culture at the European level, being the
most active of all the Galician cultural foundations.

Aarhus Public Libraries (DK) Aarhus Public Libraries consists of
a main library called Dokk1 and 18 branch libraries. The Libraries
are a public service offered free of charge to all people. The Aarhus
public libraries give the citizens free access to a world of information,
inspiration, learning and entertainment. They are centers for
knowledge and culture which disseminates and makes a variety
of media come alive across genres and formats. The library is the
citizens' house. Staff and management of the organisation continually
work with public involvement.
Every day we hold events, exhibits, debates and many other things
at the library.

Câmara Municipal da Madalena do Pico, Azores (PT)
is a town located in Pico Island, Azores, Portugal. It is the major
Municipality in Pico Island with 6000 inhabitants. Because of its
remoteness, the municipality is eager to learn from the experiences of
other SILO partners.

Cultuurhuis de Warande (BE) is home for art and cultural
experiences with a focus on societal tendencies. Together with 6
partners from the region de Kempen (+/- 400.000 inhabitants),
we offer a broad range of accessible, top quality programs. The
four spearheads of Cultuurhuis de Warande are: Warande as an art
and cultural centre: spreading of art and creativity with more than
100 events a year; Warande as a centre of cooperation: structural
cooperation with 6 in house partners with diverse disciplines:
literature, education, movies, festivals, architecture, exhibitions and
performing arts; Warande as an infrastructure that can be rented by
social profit organisations; Warande as an informal meeting place
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THE AUTHORS OF THIS PUBLICATION

Ferenc Czinki is an Hungarian journalist, essayist and fiction author.
He publishes in national newspapers such as Magyar Narancs and Élet
és Irodalom as well as literary journals such as Kalligram, Hévíz, and
Irodalmi Szemle. His novel A pozsonyi metró (The Bratislava Metro)
was published in 2017 and his short story collection Egy kocsma város
(A Pub City) appeared in 2014. Director and organiser of the KafkaBeat
Pub Theatre in Székesfehérvár, he is also a member of the József
Attila Kör Literary Society and Vice-Chairman of Szépírók Társasága
(Belletrist Association Society). Currently, he is touring Hungary and
the surrounding countries with a theatrical, musical, and literary
performance called Klasszik Laszó (Classic Lasso).

This publication has been co-edited by:
Helena Bijnens is specialised at the University of Leuven in French
and Italian linguistics and literature. She also has a degree in
Communication Sciences. Currently she is lecturer at the Faculty
of Teacher Education of the University Colleges Leuven-Limburg.
For UCLL, she is also managing several Erasmus+ and Creative
Europe projects dealing with: “Education of the Future” and the “Art
of Teaching”. Helena has coordinated SILO and co-organised the
literature events targeted to young adults at the UCLL.

Uxío Novoneyra Rei (@UxioNovo) works as a funding expert, project
manager and consultant for several cultural, educational and tourist
organisations throughout Spain. Before that, he was a government
advisor to UE Planning Department of A Coruña Provincial Council,
Environment and Youth Department of the Ourense City Council and
had leading positions in several companies linked to book publishing
and distribution. Within the SILO project, he represented Uxio
Novoneyra’s Foundation, an organisation named after his father and
founded by his heirs. He also plays an active role in the promotion
of Galician artistic creation, environmental conservation and rural
development.

Tobias Frenssen is teacher at UCLL (BE). He is also a researcher
in the expertise centre “Art of Teaching”. He manages several local
and international projects focussed on, amongst others, art in public
spaces and the artistic-educational complexity. Tobias co-organised
the literature events of UCLL.
Katrine Solvang Larsen works at Aarhus University as a special
advisor. She is the cofounder, together with Lise Kloster Gram
from Aarhus Libraries, of the international authors’ scene ‘Authors
in Aarhus’. The scene has presented authors like A.S. Byatt, Siri
Hustvedt and Jon Kalman Stefansson. Katrine was the main person
responsible for the SILO activities in Denmark, which she organised
in collaboration with Dr. Carsten Stage, Associate Professor at Aarhus
University and Lise Kloster Gram from Aarhus Libraries.

Ana Pejović is from Belgrade, Serbia. She graduated from the Faculty
of Philology and has worked as a literary editor in several publishing
houses in Belgrade. She is the co-founder and coordinator of the
association KROKODIL. She also works as a freelance translator.
Vladimir Arsenijević is an award-winning and internationally
acclaimed Serbian writer, translator, editor, publicist and cultural
worker. Arsenijevic published nine novels, graphic novels, collections
of short stories and books of essays. He is a well-known literary editor.
In 2009. he founded and is ever since the head of the Association
KROKODIL.

Lise Kloster Gram works at Aarhus Libraries as a consultant. She
is the co-founder, together with Katrine Solvang Larsen from Aarhus
University, of the international authors’ scene ‘Authors in Aarhus’.
The scene has presented authors like A.S. Byatt, Siri Hustvedt and
Jon Kalman Stefansson.

Milena Berić earned Master’s in Communications and Journalism after
completing her undergraduate studies in International Economics.
She specializes in strategic communications, external affairs and
mediation. She started working in cultural field in Serbia in 2012,
cooperating with a number of organisations. She has been with
KROKODIL since 2014.

Carsten Stage is Associate Professor at Aarhus University. His
research deals with effect and participation in current (media) culture.
He is specifically interested in two research areas. The first area is the
affective communication and narration of illness (especially cancer)
on social media platforms - and how established understandings of
illness are being challenged by new types of narrative. He is project
leader of a research project on young cancer patients' narratives on
social media, co-coordinator of the research unit "Health, Media and
Narrative".

Jasminka Petrović is a well-known children’s author from Belgrade,
Serbia. To date she has published more than 30 books for children.
Sex for Beginners has been translated into 25 languages and was also
written in Braillefor the blind and the visually impaired. She has been
cooperating with the association KROKODIL as from 2013.
Staf Pelckmans was the general director and artistic lead of
Cultuurhuis de Warande in Turnhout, from 2009 until 2019. He is
also the founder of several Flemish artistic organisations (active in
the fields of theatre for people with disabilities, arts for children,
comics, architecture). He is coordinating the literary programme of
De Warande called OverLezen for several years.

Anna Gács is a literary critic and translator. She is an associate
professor at ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest. From 2015
to 2018, she was the President of the Hungarian Society of Writers,
Critics and Literary Translators.
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Greet Teunkens, Ann Jehaes, Freja Vandeborg, Marleen Stiers,
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and our photographers Alex Dmitrovic, Bart Van den Moeren, Gabriella
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Budapest Fragments - The winners / A special prize was given
to Zsolt Oláh for his witty essay on the forrunners of social
media in the Budapest café culture in the first decades
of the 20th century.
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—
Please also consult our website if you would like to see
more inspiring examples and writings: www.silops.eu

more examples at www.silops.eu

KROKODOKODIL - Festival of literature and illustration
for children touring around far-away places, under-developed
and suburban areas of larger cities

Creative writing at SILO final conference
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SUMMARY /
Audience engagement is an important and continuous concern
of cultural and educational representatives. For this reason,
SILO makes foreign European literature accessible to everyone,
especially those who do not normally come into contact with
literature. From a participatory approach, we involved different
citizens living in a context characterised by a lack of access to or
interest in literature, such as refugees, hospital patients, young
adults, prisoners, secondary school students and the elderly.
On the basis of our experiences, we created this publication.
Our examples offer insight into and provide guidelines for
the organisation of participatory literature events, which will
in turn inspire educators and organisers of cultural events.

A PROJECT BY

THE SILO PARTNERS /

UC LEUVEN-LIMBURG BE
AARHUS UNIVERSITET
& AARHUS PUBLIC LIBRARIES DK
CULTUURHUIS DE WARANDE BE
SZÉPÍRÓK TÁRSASÁGA HU
ASSOCIATION KROKODIL RS
FUNDACIÓN UXÍO NOVONEYRA ES
CÂMARA MUNICIPAL
DA MADALENA DO PICO PT

More information: www.silops.eu
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